
eSrot Labs'
NFT Launch
Marketing 
 Plan



Still thinking How to
Market your

Project?



Things To Know:

To entice buyers, we offer 365 approach by media PR
and influencer marketing.

To increase earnings from NFT sales, you must
market your NFT effectively.

Community participation is an important aspect of
NFT marketing.



Here are the most effective strategies that we use to
launch your NFT project



We build Your NFT
Community

Create a profile on sites like Bitcoin Talk, Telegram,
Discord, and others.

 Begin sharing blogs that educate others about the
importance of NFTs.

To make it simple for users,you should make instructive
videos and use a storytelling approach.

Begin participating in pertinent conversations and
assisting members of the community. 



We advise to list
your NFT on More
Than One
Marketplace

To maximize your chances of selling your NFTs,
you should list them on multiple marketplaces.
We suggest at least three platform, opensea,
Rarible and Superrare

Make sure that the platform you chose is
appropriate for the scope of your project.



Sessions

Conduct AMA
Sessions

We organise regular AMA   sessions to actively engage
with the community on various digital media.

We prefer large Telegram discussions and YouTube
channels are the most popular places to hold AMAs. 

We also advise to give community members incentives
for participating in the community.



NFT investors frequently utilise search engines to
find the finest NFTs to invest in. This is when SEO
comes in handy.

As NFT's popularity grows, you'll receive more bids
and, as a result, better price.

In the long run, a modest investment in SEO can pay
off handsomely in terms of NFT revenues.

We increase
Organic Visibility
via SEO



Influencers
Marketing

We help in collaborating  with niche influencers
to spread the word about your NFT on different
social media platforms. We look for local and
global influencers. Therefore investing  good
amount of Influencer marketing is of great help
when it comes to NFT. If an influencer is speaking
about it, then it is sure to get speed up.



Create
Educational
Videos

We create informative videos for marketing the NFT.
It is a fantastic way to get the word out about your
NFT.

We make informative videos like for those who are
unfamiliar with the operation of non-fungible
tokens. 

We strongly believe that educating our users
catalyst in increasing the sales.



Leverage the
Power of PR

Press releases are an effective approach to reach
out to a variety of media outlets and publicise your
NFT launch.

Your NFT will gain a wider audience as a result of
PR, and a larger audience will be aware of your NFT
marketplace.



PPC Campaigns 0n
Search and Social

We create unique landing pages and conduct
PPC ad campaigns on various social and search
platforms to target consumers looking to buy
NFTs.

We do AB testing to make sure which UI is
appealing.



Brand Visibility
via Content
Marketing
In simple terms, we  explain your NFT initiative
to your community creates stories which sells.

We also share our written articles on
Hackernoon, Howtotoken, and Cryptopanic, as
well as Pinterest, Reddit,  and other social media
sites.



Use Email
Marketing

Launch drip email campaigns for each new user,
sending them welcome emails

 Informing them of new sales on your site, 

Sharing details about upcoming drops, sending
them instructive films, notifying them of price
trends, and so on.



Apply Different
CRO Strategies  

CRO (Conversion Rate Optimization) is a
marketing strategy for increasing revenue.

CRO is an excellent bottom-of-funnel
marketing technique for converting visitors
into customers and no one does like us.



Any Questions?

Drop us an email at:
ag@centrelocus.com
OR 
Call/Whatsapp @ +1 (251) 332-0302 


